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Abstract ’ This article describes the modeling of a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm in a programmable logic
device. The project was partially described using state-machine description tools, while other specific blocks
were described directly in VHDL language. The system comprises an A/D converter interface block, a FIFO
memory with 256 positions, a state-machine to control the operations and memories for calculus and
coefficients. The FFT calculation is sequentially made using a combinational two points FFT block and a
multiplier. The practical tests were run using a microprocessed signal generation block, which provides the input
vectors in digital form. Statistics about logic cells utilization were made for the system blocks, which can be
synthesized in only one device. This work will be part of a master dissertation about eletroencephalographic
signals analysis and pattern recognition.
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Hardware Description Language (VHDL) from the
state machines. The remaining parts of the project
were directly described in VHDL [4].
The systemçs block diagram is shown in Figure
2. The ad_ctrl block generates the necessary signals
to the A/D converter interface. After the
conversion, the data is received and written into a
FIFO memory (First In, First Out) with 256
positions, which corresponds to the fifo block. The
256 values of this FIFO memory are read and
stored in a RAM memory (Random Access
Memory), composed by two columns of 256 lines
each (ram_fft block).
The FFT processing, triggered by the start_fft
signal, is managed by a state-machine, with its
simplified diagram shown in Figure 1.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most used techniques in digital
signal processing is the frequency spectrum
calculation through the Fourier Transform.
The motivation for this work is the necessity
to implement a very fast FFT calculation, using the
speed, parallel processing capabilities and the very
simple external circuitry of programmable logic
devices. This system will be part of a master
dissertation about electroencephalographic signals
analysis and pattern recognition [2][3].
METHODOLOGY
The systemçs functional description was made
in two different ways. Part of the project was
described using the software Renoir, from Mentor
Graphics, which generates the code in VHSIC
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Figure 2 - FFT block diagram
The 256 points FFT calculation is sequentially
made by a two points FFT block (Figure 3), which
makes a sum and a subtraction in parallel, and then
multiplies the subtraction result by its
corresponding coefficient W [1]. The coefficients
are stored in a ROM memory (Read Only
Memory). The ROM, read once per iteration,
corresponds to the rom_w. The data from each FFT
stage are stored in one of the two ram_fft block
columns, which are alternatingly used during the
FFT calculation.
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Figure 3 - Two-point FFT block diagram
The required result is the frequency spectrum
module. As the FFT result is achieved in the
rectangular complex form format, it is necessary to
calculate the module of the coordinates. This is
done via the square and square root tables, stored in
the
rom_module
memory.
The
numeric
representation used internally is 16 bit fixed-point,
but the results are truncated to 8 bits for the module
calculation.
The systemçs functional simulation, run using
ModelSim software, from Model Technology,
provided very good results comparing with the
expected ones using equations. The logical
synthesis and the optimization were done using the

Leonardo Spectrum software, from Exemplar, to an
Alteraçs FPGA.
RESULTS
In order to validate the results, the system
was loaded into an ACEX1k50 FPGA. The logic
cells and memory bits utilization statistics were
generated by Leonardo software (Table 1).
To provide a direct visualization of the
generated values, a spectrum analyzer was
implemented using the FFT core and, apart from
the FFT calculation, VGA video signals are also
generated. Thus, itçs possible to connect a video
monitor straight to the system and have a direct
visualization of the frequency spectrum. In order to
accomplish the test, two FPGA development kits
were used, one of them containing a FLEX10k
already connected to a VGA connector.
Table 1 - ACEX1k50 component utilization
BLOCKS
ad_ctrl
Fifo
fft_ctrl
rom_module
rom_w
ram_fft
FFT (total)
acex1k (total)

LOGIC CELLS
32
37
784
08
32
01
894
2880

MEMORY BITS
3072
4096
4096
*
11264
40960

* instantiate the lpm_ram_dq component, from Alteraçs
library.

CONCLUSIONS
All the algorithms have been successfully
tested. These tests were run using a microprocessed
board to generate the test vectors that fed the
spectrum analyzer inputs, directly in digital form.
The A/D converter interface hasnçt been tested
due to the noise generated by the FPGA. An
ongoing new version is already taking the noise
problems into consideration.
Due to the small number of used logic cells,
this FFT core can be used in a lot of programmable
logic systems that requires very fast digital signal
processing. The VGA core that was implemented
using another development kit could be fitted in the
same FPGA of the FFT core. The second kit was
used only because it already has a VGA connector.
The result module calculation, which is
currently made using a memory table, will be made
by a coordinate rotation algorithm (CORDIC) that
is currently being implemented. This will improve
the precision of the calculated values.
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